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Is thick hair genetic?

Well biologically speaking it could be caused by a mutation in the genes
that control your hair growth and whatnot. More than likely though is that
whatever caused your hair to be thick is recessive. So your parents
would likely have one "thin hair gene" and one "thick hair gene".

answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20120302165248AAvIuWz
Why do I have thick hair? | Yahoo Answers

A Thick Head of Hair Is in the Genes | Science | AAAS
www.sciencemag.org/news/2007/11/thick-head-hair-genes
A Thick Head of Hair Is in the Genes By Jocelyn Kaiser Nov. 1, 2007 , 12:00 AM SAN
DIEGO, CALIFORNIA--Whether you have a poker-straight black mane or frizzy blond
locks, your hair depends on your ancestry.

Is hair texture determined by genetics? - Genetics â€¦
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Is hair texture determined by genetics? - Genetics â€¦
ghr.nlm.nih.gov › â€¦ › Genetics and Human Traits
Genetic factors appear to play a major role in determining hair textureâ€”straight, wavy, or
curlyâ€”and the thickness of individual strands of hair. Studies suggest that different
genes influence hair texture and thickness in people of different ethnic backgrounds.

Is thick and long hair genetic? Why do some people â€¦
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20140407153047AALjOyt
Apr 07, 2014 · I have seen some girls with really thick hair but even the girls with
medium-thick hair have really thick hair my hair is on the curlier side and VERY thin
when I tie it back in a pony., the whole pony is less thinner than when people tie two
ponies (If you get what I mean, I mean it&#39;s even thinner than when people make â€¦

genes and me » hair curl - Home - GB HealthWatch
https://www.gbhealthwatch.com/Trait-Hair-Curl.php
The genes for thick straight hair in Asians . Most people of East Asian descent have
thick, straight hair. This corresponds with a SNP (rs3827760) in the EDAR gene which is
involved in hair follicle development. The ancestral allele of this SNP is the A-allele. The
G-allele is the newly derived allele that leads to the thick, straight hair.

The Genes Behind Your Weird Hair | Popular Science
https://www.popsci.com/genes-behind-your-weird-hair
The hair that covers our heads and faces varies a lot in its color, thickness, and
textureâ€”even on the same person. Now an international team of researchers may have
figured out why by analyzing thousands of people's genomes.

Ethnic Differences in Hair | LEAFtv
https://www.leaf.tv/articles/ethnic-differences-in-hair
Ethnic Differences in Hair ... If you have large hair follicles your hair is thick. ... of
Medical Research found genetic variations that cause hair to curl in those ...

Gene study gets to the roots of gray hair, thick beards ...
https://www.today.com/health/gene-study-gets-roots-gray-hair-thick...
Gene study gets to the roots of gray hair, thick beards and unibrows. ... Their giant study
of the genetics of hair also explains who some people have monobrows, ...

Is Having Thin/Thick Hair Down To Genetics? | Yahoo
Answers
https://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20110127134751AAb4Gid
Jan 27, 2011 · heyy well, I'm 15 and I have relatively thick hair ( i think) for years people
have been telling me how nice and thick my hair is. But, I think it&#39;s gonna fall out
soon. my elder sisters both had very very thick hair but then once they reached my age
their hair fell out and now their hair is extremely thin.

I'm an 19 year old female, with genetically fine, thin ...
https://www.realself.com/question/19-year-female-genetically-fine...
I have ALWAYS suffered from fine hair, ... with genetically fine, thin hair. ... Hair
transplants may be a good option for women with "genetic" hair loss but there ...

What should I do to make my hair thick? I have thin hair
...
https://www.quora.com/What-should-I-do-to-make-my-hair-thick-I...
Hair and scalp health are determined by 3 factors; Genetics, environment and lifestyle.
Those are not in order of precedence as it's been said, "Genetics load the gun but
lifestyle pulls the trigger.&quot; So starting with overall healthy lifestyle is ...

Understanding Genetics
genetics.thetech.org/ask/ask107
The size of the follicles determines if the individual hair strands are thick or thin. Large
follicles produce thick hairs. ... So is this hair quality genetic?
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